INSTITUTE TO BE HOST OF COLLEGE SCRIBES SHORTLY

Fl. Delta Epsilon Will Be Guest Of Technology Chapter For Three Days

ORGANIZATION IS UNIQUE
Prominent Authors and Writers: Numbered Among Its Members

Fl. Delta Epsilon honorary journalistic fraternity will hold its annual convention this year at Technology. Beginning next Friday and lasting through Saturday, the convention will cover an agenda of activities designed to benefit the delegates from all over the country.

The Fl. Delta Epsilon chapter at Technology is a well-known organization among students of literature, journalism, and creative writing. The chapter has a long history of hosting visiting authors and writers, and this year it plans to feature a range of activities to showcase the unique perspective of its members.

They will be joined by many prominent authors and writers who will take part in various panels, workshops, and readings throughout the weekend. The convention will conclude with a final banquet where attendees will have the opportunity to network and socialize with the visiting guests.

Many Members at Institute
About 25 members of the Fl. Delta Epsilon chapter are expected to attend the convention, including some of the institute's most prominent authors and writers. These members will be joined by many other students and faculty from various literary organizations across the country.

Choral Society Will Give Belllund Concert Soon

Former Idol Of Class Of '87 Was Author Of Steal Song

The Technology Choral Society will present a Belllund concert in Memorial Hall on May 13. The concert will feature the works of Edvard Elgar, with the Choral Society's famous arrangement of "The Old Brown Horse." A special guest speaker, Dr. John Smith, will provide commentary on the significance of the event.

In addition to the performances, the Choral Society will also be joined by the Technology Symphonic Orchestra, which will perform under the direction of Mr. John Doe. The orchestra will feature a variety of works, including a special arrangement of "The bathtub Song" for orchestra.

The concert will begin at 8:00 PM and is free to the public. Doors will open at 7:30 PM, and refreshments will be available for purchase throughout the evening.

Cooper Manager to Give Away Coat and Vest

E. B. Noyes, manager of the Technology Book Store, has announced that the store will be giving away a new set of rules governing the Leather Club and its activities. The rules will be distributed to all members of the Leather Club.

The rules are designed to ensure that the Leather Club remains a strong and cohesive community, with clear guidelines for membership and participation in events. They will be distributed at the next meeting of the club, which is scheduled for next Monday evening.

Activity Men to Have Own Dance

Second Floor of Walker Picked For Function During Junior Week

As a reward to activity men, and as a part of its tradition to honor them, the Walker Memorial Committee has initiated a new dance to be held on Monday, April 22. This event will be known as the "Junior Week Dance," and will take place in the second floor of Walker Memorial.

The dance will feature a variety of music, including live performances by the Walker Memorial Band. Refreshments will be provided, and the dance will run from 9:00 PM to 1:00 AM.

This event is the first time that any attempt has been made to get activity men together for a special event, and it is a celebration of their efforts and dedication. We hope that the dance will be a success, and that it will set the stage for future events that recognize the contributions of activity men.

Two Orchestrals to Play

Two orchestral groups will be performing at Walker Memorial. The first group will perform on Monday, April 22, and the second group will perform on Tuesday, April 23.

The first group will feature a variety of classical works, including Beethoven's "Symphony No. 5" and Mozart's "Jupiter Symphony." The second group will perform a selection of popular songs, including "The Beatles: Anthology," "Bob Marley: Legend," and "Nirvana: Nevermind."

Both groups will feature a variety of talented musicians, including both professional and student performers. The concerts are free and open to the public, and will be held in the Walker Memorial Auditorium.

Jeanette has arranged a special treat for the senior class. A set of rules will be distributed tomorrow morning, and there will be a reception to celebrate the passing of the rules. The reception will be held in the senior class lounge, and will feature refreshments and music.

These rules are designed to ensure that the Leather Club remains a strong and cohesive community, with clear guidelines for membership and participation in events. They will be distributed at the next meeting of the club, which is scheduled for next Monday evening.

In the last two years, a number of students have been interested in the Leather Club, and we hope that these rules will help to ensure that it remains a positive and rewarding experience for all members.